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This thesis began as a journey into the visual investigation of the ancient goddess
worship ofNeolithic times and, in conclusion, traveled to a much larger place. This place
existed further back into mankind's history than the goddess worship of 7000 B.C. and
most likely spawned it. Perhaps this trip was spurred on by the events in my family and
personal of the past five years. Perhaps it was during the simplification of the ancient
goddess form and all that was attributed to her powers that I was moved forward. Either
way, it was a long, hard, unforgettable journey.
Sometimes we touch the edge of truth and we glimpse it's shadow as it teases
away around yet another corner. We know it is there but we cannot firmly grasp it and
hold it up in front of the scientific community for their scrutiny and repeatable tests. Like
the odor of night lilacs, it can overcome us with its sweetness, but then disappear on a
breeze. We can recognize it's existence and feel it's essence, but it escapes our collection
and scientific identification.
Yet, we as humans still attempt to grasp at the fleeting truth. The golden ratio and
the human preferential response to forms divided into thirds and sevenths are such
attempts that, though interesting, seem to be very minuscule findings in comparison to
human intuition about truth in form.
Beyond form, humans have intuited their own existence, it's meaning and it's end,
or lack thereof, for as long as we have had recorded history. Gods, goddesses, religions,
cultures, rituals, and beliefs have been established as a way of explaining our existence,
comforting humankind, communicating with higher powers and giving us the promise of
an afterlife.
Are we in a continuous cycle of being? Is the examination of the overlapping
nature of inner and outer cycles a hint? Can we look to those life forms that we evolved
alongside of and find some answers? My thesis asks these questions.
CHAPTER 2
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
There are many aspects ofmy personal background that contributed to my thesis
body of work. The most pervading one is my endless curiosity about the nature of life
itself. I am in endless awe of life and the layers of cycles, the overlaps, the rise and falls
therein. The seasonal changes continue to strike me as miracles as they unfold in front of
me, each one eliciting certain emotions, memories, and a bittersweet sense of time
passing by. Every animal life, from an ant to a human, inspires me to respect the being of
the creature, and I find myself unable to squash a bug, instead trying to relocate it, life
intact. It is in the very fiber ofmy being to protect life, especially life that exists without
a human voice.
A love for the natural world and its infinite array of form, texture, color, gesture,
and truth has influenced my work. A walk in the woods is just above visiting great
museums for the level of awe that it inspires. A surf-polished rock, a flower bud about to
burst open, twisted pieces of wood, roots, a seedpod, bones, stones and shells are some of
the many naturally-occurring objects that I look to for information on form and truth.
There exists a rightness, an energy within these things, that I continue to search for in my
own work.
I believe that my intense interest in the natural sciences stems from this same
curiosity and reverence for the natural world and living creatures. Geology, chemistry
and most of all, biology, are areas that I continue to hold an interest in after studying
them to various degrees. These areas of study are all an examination of the inner
workings of natural science, investigating plants, animals and mother earth herself. We
find cycles layered upon cycles in all of these areas, from subatomic particles to the most
intricate forms of life.
From my youth on an Ohio farm to the present day, I am driven to investigate the
natural world around me in an attempt to understand the way things work and the internal
structures that support those workings. I often look at the internal structures of nuts,
pods, stems and leaves. I have always been attracted to skeletons and bones, finding their
forms elegant and meaningful. Forming clay from a plowed field, weaving together
reeds from a swamp or grasses from the fields and building forts and structures from
fallen limbs-I have long had a desire to explore and manipulate my natural surroundings.
My studies of the physical sciences led to study of the mostly intangible science
of psychology. It was here that I concentrated on the psychology of human development,
behavior and the psychology of personality. Theories ofmotivation and learning were of
particular interest as I pressed to learn about why humans do what they do and why they
become who they are and what factors affect both. This study seemed to press closer to
the idea of a soul, the chi, an inner life force that sustains and individuates us.
It is the intuitive and, at times, academic separation of the outer physical body
from the inner spiritual life force and the implied separate life cycles of each that is
referred to in my thesis body of work. Although there is no doubt that the physical body
deteriorates and ceases to contain life, for me there is a question about the soul or inner
life force. This is, of course, a very old and very big question with many proposed
answers, none proven to scientific satisfaction.
My personal background is much the same as any other human. Exploring the
world around me, questioning and searching for answers. For all of recorded history,




Many sources were consulted as I worked on defining my own vocabulary of
form along with a simplified concept. Professor Rick Hirsch suggested most of the
following artists and/or work to me.
Cycladic Goddess figurines were introduced to me as an example
of simplified form (Fig. 1 '). As I researched these figures and the
prehistoric cultures that created them, I became engrossed in the
findings. The mythology of the Goddess has been interpreted from
artifacts dating from c. 7000 B.C. to 3500 B.C. This religion was
widespread over Paleolithic and Neolithic Europe, Anatolia and Bronze
Age Crete. The Neolithic Great Goddess was heralded as much more
than a mere fertility Goddess. Marija Gimbutas, archaeologist and
author of The Language of the Goddess, explains:
Figure 1
The reason for the great number and variety
ofOld European images lies in the fact that this symbolism
is lunar and chthonic, built around the understanding that
life on earth is in eternal transformation, in constant and
rhythmic change between creation and destruction, birth
and death. The moon's three phasesnew, waxing, and
oldare repeated in trinities or triple-function deities that
recall these moon phases: maiden, nymph, and crone;
life-
giving, death-giving, and transformational; rising, dying,
and self-renewing. Life-givers are also death-wielders.
Immortality is secured through the innate forces of
regeneration within Nature itself. The concept of
regeneration and renewal is perhaps the most outstanding
and dramatic theme that we perceive in this symbolism.
It seems more appropriate to view all of
these Goddess images as aspects of the one Great Goddess
with her core functions-life-giving, death-wielding,
regeneration and renewal. The obvious analogy would be
to Nature itself; through the multiplicity of phenomena and
'
Cycladic, Statuette of aWoman, Marble, ca 2700-2600 B.C., Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York. AMICO database
continuing cycles of which it is made, one recognizes the
fundamental and underlying unity of Nature. The Goddess
is immanent rather than transcendent and therefore
physically manifest.
2
There exists an overwhelming amount of written information, symbols, parallels
and visual information on both ancient and current Goddess worship. I chose to focus on
the continuity of the life-death-regeneration cycle and to take what I needed from the
Cycladic simplification of the female form.
The early and heroic period ofModern Sculpture ( 1890s- 19 183) ended nearly four
centuries of traditional, classical, pedestal-bound, imitations of nature in the sculptural
arena. The power of the educational and societal expectations ofwhat sculpture should
be, reigning since the Renaissance, was about to be taken from both the educational
system and society and returned to the sculptor and the sculpture itself. Van Tongerloo, a
Belgian of this period, described modern sculpture as "no longer a matter of reproduction,
but of creation". Raymond Duchamp-Villon claimed that modern sculpture meant a more
"effective presence of the creator in his work as the indication and proof of its value. . .the
realizing of the processes of
thought."4
It is in this era of sculpture's history that the feelings, intuitions
and thoughts of the individual artist are brought back to the fore and the
idea of completeness is now placed before the idea offinish of the final
piece. The artist is free to explore any concept using his own aesthetic
means and devices. Their inspiration may come from outside of the
Greek, Roman and Egyptian histories. Artists are free to explore subject
matter, proportions, alternative materials, surfaces, and color and to
question the very essence and nature of sculpture itself.
One key artist in the development ofmodern sculpture, was
Constantin Brancusi, a Romanian-born sculptor in Paris at the turn of
the century. His elegant portrayals of organic elements evolved under
two compelling ideals-universal harmony and truth to materials.
Universal harmony implies thatform is determined by physical laws in
the process ofgrowth (fig.26) His forms were criticized as being
overly simplified, yet they remain imbued with life and
profound in the
simplicity of their form. Brancusi comments:
Simplicity is not a goal, but one arrives at simplicity in
spite of oneself, as one approaches the real meaning of
things.7
My exploration of form is rooted in the questions
posed by
2
Mania Gimbutas The lanouaoe of the Goddess (New York: HarperCollins, 1991), 316.
3Albert E. Elsen, Origins of Modern Sculpture: Pioneers and Premises (New York:
George Braziller. Inc., 1974), 69.
"Ibid' 67
5
Herbert Read A Concise History of Modern Sculpture (London: Thames and Hudson, 1964),
80.
"Constantin Brancusi, Bird in Space. Marble, 1923, The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York. AMICO database
7
Read, Modern Sculpture. 187.
modern sculpture. Nadelman, a figurative sculptor, asked in 1910, "...is it resemblance
to nature or form itselfwhich gives us
pleasure?"
and, "What is the true form of
art?"
My
efforts to reduce my idea to the most common denominator and to express the essence of
the form through simplification directly relates to the problem of "uncomplicating
sculpture and making it into an art of simple, but meaningful
forms."8
This period of intensive questioning of form is summed up:
It was the example of questioning, more than the answers,
that made the deepest impression on sculptors after World
War I to such an extent that many felt, and feel today, that
sculpture can no longer be defined externally, only
internally, as something a sculptor does by way of thinking
and
maki g.9
In matters of applied color, the roots ofmy approach are clearly referenced by the
modern sculpture movement. The previously held, "academic attitude was against the
use of applied color on the grounds that it hid the sculptor's genius and brought his work
into dangerous proximity to
nature."10
Kirchner, Schmidt-Rotluff, Archipenko, Picasso and Arp all utilized paint in their
sculptures (to their own individual ends) during the modern movement. "The result of
these pioneering efforts was the revision of the older axioms regarding what was best for
sculpture: color could be applied to sculpture, not to imitate nature, but for expressive,
symbolic, decorative, constructive, and optical purposes
.tii
After World War II, Abstract Expressionism was the main movement in painting,
which also shifted the world's artistic focus from Paris to New York. Two artists
dominated post-war sculpture-Alberto Giacometti and Henry Moore. Their works
brought sculpture back to the forefront of expressive means. This
was a result of the Abstract Expressionism's influence and is referred ;
to with my own work.
Alberto Giacometti's early work reflected the influence of
Cubism and also that ofprimitive and ancient, particularly Cycladic,
art. His work attracted the attention of the Surrealists, with whom he
joined in 1930. During his Surrealist period, Giacometti constructed
pieces based on dreams or his imagination and committed himself
firmly to the notion that sculpture should express emotional states,
rather than being exclusively an exploration offormal relationship
s-
the idea central to Constructivism and to certain kinds ofCubist
sculpture. Giacometti split with the Surrealists when he returned to




12Edward Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945. (New York: Universe Books, 1987),
17.
Figure 3
notable series of very
thin
attenuated, almost stick-like figures. He explains their




Henry Moore, a British sculptor, relates the human body to it's natural
surroundings through his enduring theme of landscape imagery-the idea that there is an
equivalence to be found between the planes and hollows of the human body andforms to
be found in landscape. He also suggests that there is a parallel between the wayflesh
and skin cover the bones and the way earth and vegetation cover the primeval rocks.
His reclining female figures (Fig. 4) have been informative in
matters of abstraction, weight and mass, and gesture. The
complexity ofMoore's work, which comesfrom it's
humanity-
-its involvement in human destiny, relates to my context of
life, death and regeneration. Moore alludes to the inner
vitality of sculpture in the following:
Because a work does not aim at reproducing natural
appearances it is not, therefore, an escape from life-but
may be a penetration into reality. . .an expression of the
significance of life, a stimulation to greater effort in
living.17
Henry Moore also seems to share with me a sense of truth in form, which he
describes as universal shape, along with a like fascination with forms produced by
nature. Quoting from Herbert Read's A Concise History ofModern Sculpture:
In any case, the artist is nearly always a man who is acutely
aware of what Baudelaire called 'correspondences'-that is
to say, real but irrational associations between disparate
objects. To the poet these correspondences may be of
colour, sound or rhythm, but to the sculptor they are always
of shape. Moore himself has said: 'There are universal
shapes to which everyone is subconsciously conditioned
and to which they can respond if their conscious
control
does not shut them off (that conditional clause is
important). Further: 'Although it is the human figure
which interests me most deeply, I have always paid great
attention to natural forms, such as bones, shells, and
pebbles, etc. Sometimes for several years running
I have
been to the same part of the sea-shore-but each year a new
shape of pebble has caught my eye, which the year before,
though it was there in the hundreds, I never saw. Out of the
millions of pebbles passed in walking along the shore,
I
,4Al'be'rto8Giacometti, Femmede Venise I , Bronze, Unknown, Art Gallery
of Ontario, Ontario. AMICO database.
15Lucie-Smith. Sculpture Since 1945, 22.
16Read. Modern Sculpture. 83.
"ibid., 163.
choose to see with excitement only those which fit in with
my existing form-interest at the time. A different thing
happens if I sit down and examine a handful one by one. I
may then extend my form-experience more, by giving my
mind time to become conditioned to a new
shape.18
Jungian psychology supports the existence of universal shapes by way of the collective
unconscious and the archetypes therein. Jung writes about the definition of the collective
unconscious concept:
The concept of the archetype, which is an indispensable
correlate of the idea of the collective unconscious, indicates the
existence of definite forms in the psyche which seem to be present
always and everywhere. Mythological research call them "motifs";
in the psychology of primitives they correspond to Levy-Bruhl's
concept of "representations
collectives,"
and in the field of
comparative religion they have been defined by Hubert and Mauss
as "categories of the
imagination."






references it should be clear enough that my idea of the
archetype-
literally a pre-existent form-does not stand alone but is something
that is recognized and named in other fields of knowledge.
My thesis, then, is as follows: In addition to our immediate
consciousness, which is of a thoroughly personal nature and which
we believe to be the only empirical psyche (even ifwe tack on the
personal unconscious as an appendix), there exists a second
psychic system of a collective, universal, and impersonal nature
which is identical in all individuals. This collective unconscious
does not develop individually but is inherited. It consists of
pre-
existent forms, the archetypes, which can only become conscious
secondarily and which give
definite form to certain psychic
19
contents.
VI ^ejyges nH ,H r..n~-,iva Unconscious, trans. RFC. Hull. ed. Sir Herbert Read.
Michael Fordham, Gerald Adler (New York:
Princeton University Press, 1969) 42-43.
A British contemporary of Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth, also took her clues from the
natural world surrounding her:
From the sculptor's point
of view, one can be either the spectator
or the object itself. For a few years I
became the object. I was the figure in
the landscape and every sculpture
contained to a greater or lesser degree
the ever-changing forms embodying my
own response to a given position in the
landscape...20
(Fig. 521)
Barbara Hepworth's elegant and simplified




Hans Arp, one of the Dada Group's founders,
created painted wooden reliefs using mostly
organic-
shaped cutouts(Fig. 622). His later sculptures of 1931-2,
suggested organic forms and growth by using smooth and
rounded forms, reminiscent of the biomorphicforms




Arp termed these sculptures concretions, which he
defined as 'the natural process of condensation, hardening,
coagulating, thickening, growing together. . . . Concretion is
something that has
grown.25
Hans Arp's work is linked with the
Figure 6




Anish Kapoor will be discussed later, in more
Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 23.
21Barbara Hepworth, Three Standing Forms, Slate, 1964, Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo. AMICO database.
22Jean Hans Arp, Manicure, Wood, 1930, The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago. AMICO database.
23Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 24.
24
Jean Arp, Figure Mvthique, Platre, 1950, Musee d'art Contemporain de Montreal,
Montreal. AMICO database.
25Read, Modern Sculpture, 83
2sLucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 24.
In post-war Italy, Lucio Fontana was establishing his reputation as an extreme
avant-gardist.27
Although known for his slashed canvases, I was directed toward his
Concept Spatial-Nature series of sculptures of 1960 and
1962.28
(Fig. 829) These
terracotta sculptures, similar in form to my own, helped to inform me about the surface















Alexander Calder, now famous for his brightly painted mobiles as
inspired by the paintings of Juan Miro, started his artistic career as a toy-
maker. His
"mobiles"
were structures that, while
having neither weight nor bulk, occupied space
and would respond to any slight change in the
air's movement. Comprised ofwire, steel and
abstracted organic shapes, his mobiles increased
in size over the years. The abstract nature of the
mobiles carried over, to a lesser degree, to his
"stabiles", which were figurative in context.
Alexander Calder is best known for his use of
polychrome, his preferencefor industrial
materials, his commitment to an abstractformat,
and his inventive disposition ofworks in public
places
?x
(Fig. 932) This use of applied paint is a precedent to my own use
of acrylic lacquer.
The other sculptor, who was to inspire generations of sculpture to come, was
Isamu Noguchi. Once studying for two years under Brancusi, Isamu
Noguchi
demonstrated knowledge of Japanese garden design in his many outdoor works, while
27Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 31.
2sEnrico Crispolti, Lucio Fontana. (Paris: Musee dartModerne de la Villa de Paris, Unknown),
14.
29Henry N. Abrams, Fontana, (New York: Henry N. Abrams. Inc , 1962) Image.
30Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 40.
31
Joan M. Marter, Alexander Calder. (New York: Cambridge University Press. 1991)
231.
"'Alexander Calder The Spinner. Aluminum. Steel, Paint. 1966, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis.
AMICO database.
10
Noguchi was interested in sculpture as something which created a complete environment-




I am informed by Noguchi's sense of form (Fig.
10J4) , of essence and of truth. His love for rocks, stones,
and forms of nature is a sensibility shared by myself, as
well as the meditative (and often idea-producing) state
incurred by hard, repetitive labor or the mind-freeing
repetition ofmotion.
In the sixties, David Smith was bridging the gap
between Surrealism and Cubism with his combination of




At the same time, Richard Stankiewicz and
John Chamberlain were using industrial scraps in
their own assemblages. Stankiewicz
worked figuratively, while Chamberlain
worked in the abstract. Chamberlain's
work was essentially a solution to a
problem that was on the brink of
becoming irrelevantthat of translating
theAbstract Expressionistic style into
three dimensions. (Fig. 1 1 )
Chamberlain's assemblages of wrecked
auto parts were, at first, left painted as
they were found. Later, he began to use
automotive lacquer to paint his
assemblages in colors appropriate to him.
Louise
Bourgeois'
Personage series and her sculpture, Spring,
therein, (Fig. 1238), was an image that I was repeatedly drawn to. Her
abstraction of the female form was studied as I struggled to find my own
form. Louise Bourgeois, in her use of latex, is the predecessor of Eva
Hesse, another artist whose work I found inspirational.
Within the Pop movement of the 1960s, the Neo-Dadaists Robert Rauschenberg,
Jasper Johns and AndyWarhol pose questions about the nature of and place of art with
their work. The best known sculptors of this period are Claes Oldenburg and George
Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 42.
Mlsamu Noguchi, Grey Sun. Ami Marble, 1967, Smithsonian Art Museum, Washington. AMICO database.
35Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 50.
Mlbid.
37David Chamberlain, Kroll. Steel, 1961, Albright-Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo. AMICO database.
38Jeremy Strick, Louise Bourgeois: The Personages, (Saint Louis: Saint Louis Art Museum, 1994) CAT. 17, Spring. Painted Wood, 1949, National
Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
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Segal. Oldenburg confronted expectations by making sculpture with unexpected subject
matter, size and materials. George Segal cast his personages from life, and placed the
white, plaster shell of them in various human settings. In doing this, he was attempting to
explore the boundary between art and life.
Toeing the line between art and life is the Super Realism movement, which came
out of the Pop movement. Duane Hanson, a sculptor
utilizing polyester resin and silicone rubber molds,
epitomizes this movement with his very honest and
lifelike portrayals of contemporary individuals, all
faults intact and there for the viewer's scrutiny. The
sub-movement of Super Realism devoted to still life
balances out this honest look at ourselves with the
trompe l'oeil tradition of illusion. Very popular with
ceramists, such as Marilyn Levine and Victor
Spinski, this subset seems to cater to the audience
awed by technical skills.
A minimalist, whose work is important to
mine in idea and in some forms, is the
aforementioned Eva Hesse. I respond most to her
organic shapes (Fig. 1339) and the repetition within
her work. She is quoted:
I think art is a total
thing. A total person giving a
contribution. It is an essence, a
soul. . . In my inner soul art and life
are inseparable. It becomes more and
more absurd to isolate a basically
intuitive idea and then work up some
calculated system and follow it




or whatever you want to call it. . . I
am interested in solving an unknown
factor of art and not an unknown
factor of life. . . In fact my idea now
is to counteract everything I've ever
learned or been taught about those
things-to find something that is inevitable
that is my life,
my feelings, my thoughts
40
39Eva Hesse, Untitled or Not Yet, Dyed Fishnet E
Francisco. AMICO database.
""Lucie-Smith, Sculpture Since 1945, 1 15.
,
Clear Polyethylene, Paper, Sand, Cotton String, 1966,
San FranciscoMuseum of Art. San
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In the eighties, it is the work of
Anish Kapoor that I have been referred
to the most. Born in India, but living in
England, his work is driven by the desire
to come to terms with his Indian
heritage. From Sculpture Since 1945:
As he himself says, it has
been part of a process of
'learning how to be
Indian'-how to get to
grips with Hindu
mythology, art and
architecture without being openly imitated. Kapoor makes
objects which are shaped like large fruit or sea-shells
(though without closely imitating the forms
of either), or which are geometrical, or
symbols for parts of the body, or simplified
emblems of landscape. Many are tinted
with powder pigments in bright, matt hues
of the kind associated with Indian
crafts.41
(Fig. 1442)
Nancy Grave's work holds much interest for me.
Her vocabulary of organic forms and use of bright
pigments is in seeming alignment with my thesis body of





sculptures are referenced on a couple of different levels by
my own work. The scale at which he works is
confrontational to the human viewer and his use of a semi-
hemisphere is close in form to my own. His outermost
surface treatment reminiscent of a rough, aged, worn shell
like covering is something that I strove for in some ofmy own pieces as well
as the juxtaposition of opposites; inner vs. outer, rough with smooth, aged against new.
Often,
Marks'
work denies the viewer access into the inner realms of his work with a
mysterious dark slit or small opening, again, emphasizing the aspect of inner in




42Anish Kapoor, Turning theWorld Inside Out. Cast Stainless Steel, 1995, SBMA, www.sbmuseart.org.
43Nancy Graves, Urbscolumna. Bronze with Polychrome Patina, 1981 , Albright-Knox Gallery of Art, Buffalo. AMICO database.
"Everson Museum of Art, Graham Marks: NewWork, (Syracuse: Everson Museum of Art, 1986), Front Cover. Graham Marks, #3, Earthenware
with Metallic Industrial Tailings. 1986, Unknown, Photo Credit: Jamey Stillings.
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and explained that they emerge from humanity's collective
unconscious. Archetypal symbols express the essence of a greater
whole. They link together orders of reality, binding them one to
another in a way that projects
them into a unity that conveys a
spiritual or metaphysical truth.




And then there is Rick Hirsch
I must include him under
references for a number of
reasons. Professor
Hirsch's work, although
referencing the vessel and ritualistic in content, does pay tribute to the sense
of truth in form, has strong archetypal qualities, exhibits a high respect for
nature and naturally-occurring surfaces, and, at times, also includes non-traditional




Phil DiNizo, Image of Richard Hirsch. Photograph, Unknown, www.ceramicsculpture.com.
47Richard Hirsch. Ceremonial Cup, 1994. Ceramic, www.ceramicsculpture.com. Photo Credit: Geoff Tesch
"'Richard Hirsch. Altar Bowl. 1998, Ceramic, www.ceramicsculpture.com. Photo Credit: Geoff Tesch
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My tremendous respect for
Professor Hirsch (Fig. 1949), his work
and all that he has instilled in my ways
of working and seeing will no doubt
surface within my own work.





I have found many other artists who are sympathetic to my ideas regarding the
nature of life, truth in form, and looking to nature for the answers to man's questions
about human life.
Experiencing life as a cyclical happening, I must defer to the Neolithic beliefs
about the Great Goddess and her responsibilities as a giver of life, destroyer of life and
regenerator of life, all in one. The cycles of life, death and rebirth are evident in plant
forms worldwide, and are also implied by the four seasons. Humans often return to a
state much like that that they were born in as they die-dependent on others for their care,
and often returning to a childlike state. Birth and death are scientifically proven elements
of the human life cycle; it is what lies after death and before birth that we cannot be sure
of. Reincarnation is one proposed answer, worshipped by many eastern religions as a
return to a new life after the death of a past life. I don't know the answer, but I do believe
that the answers are all within us. By looking to nature, the environment within which
and along with which we evolved, I am asking if the answers may be found in the forms
and life cycles we have evolved alongside of.
I have found, not surprisingly, among numerous artists, a passion to collect forms
created by nature-Usually, stones, shells, sticks, and other forms either created by the
forces of nature-wind, rain, surf, or by another life source-such as a conch, snail, tree, or
woodworm. Brancusi, Noguchi, Moore and Arp were all attuned to this sensibility.
Herbert Read says of Arp; ...his sculpture, along with
Brancusi'
s, became an attempt to
represent 'the secret ways ofnature'.
9
Moore was concerned with human destiny and
proposed that there existed universal shapes, similar in concept to Jungian archetypes,
which are significant to all humans, if they are open to the experience. Albert E. Elsen,
in summing up the end result of early modern sculpture,
noted thatfor many it meant the
search for the simple inform and the spiritual in content. Is it merely a function of art
imitating nature that attracts artists to these forms, or is it a spiritual, universal vocabulary
of forms that is significant and inherent to all human life?
Noguchi claims; the essence of sculpture is for me
the perception ofspace, the
continuum ofour existence.
4
Read, Modern Sculpture. 84.
50Elsen. Origins of Modern Sculpture. 154.
51Twentieth-Centurv Artists on Art, ed. Dore Ashton (New York: Pantheon Books. 1985), 240.
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Ming Fay, a contemporary New York sculptor, is working with metaphors and
forms very similar to my own. Dr. Robert C. Morgan, of R.I.T., suggested that I
investigate Ming Fay's work after noting the physical similarities in our sculptural forms.
(Fig. 2152) Seemingly proof of the interrelationship between idea and form, Ming Fay is
also working with the ideas of correlating natural life to human life, and the life cycle in
which aspects of life and death coexist, often simultaneously. Gerard Haggerty, in a
1991 review ofMing Fay's work exhibited in Nature Reborn: FromArchaeology to
Science Fiction (February 2
- March 23) at Exit Art, New York City, writes:
Ming Fay sculpts seeds that
plant ideas. In view ofmany of his works,
it's fair to call them big ideas: observations
about the relationship between mankind
and nature, and the similarities between
things great and small.
He continues:
Because he (Ming Fay)
understands that opposites may define
each other, Ming Fay often combines
images of fecundity and decay. His
larger-than-life sculptures show us the




In a New York Times review of the same show, Michael Brenson pens:
Another reason for the
effectiveness of this show is that the objects are
filled with intention. Mr. Ming was born in
Shanghai. He has the Chinese sense that
everything in nature has
symbolic meaning and
every activity and
response in human life has
some origin or parallel in the natural world.
Because each of his organic objects carries
such symbolic weight, walking through the
show is like entering an ever-changing allegory
of decay and growth, temptation and asceticism, continuity
and change. These objects seem to have everything
that we
have and to be capable of doing everything we do.
(Fig.
2356)
52Ming Fay Necturine, Mixed Media, 1982,
koi.cs.columbia.edu.
"Gerard Haggerty, "Ming Fay; Arts Magazine,
1991. koi.cs.columbia.edu.




bv Ming Fay New York Times. 15 February
1991
55
Michael Brenson, review of "Nature Reborn: From Archaeology
to Science Fiction, 19 3 issu. Dy ivn r
Koi.cs.columbia.edu.
58Ming Fay. Williams Pear. Mixed Media, 1983.
koi.cs.columbia.edu.
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Demonstrating other parallels between Ming Fay's modus operandi and mine, and
quoted from her review ofNew York City's Perspective Series at the John Michael Kohler
Arts Center, Faye Hirsch writes:
He turned to familiar
objects as one might to kindred
spirits and began to develop a
Taoist life philosophy that sees
humanity as merely one element
in the continuum of nature. This
philosophy is expressed in
traditional rice paper drawings in
which the sky, mountains, and
rivers loom over tiny figures,
depicting people as small and
insignificant in comparison to the world around them.
Fay's oversized fruits and vegetables are a very literal
expression of this attitude. (Fig. 2457) They de-center
humankind and suggest a more humble relationship to
nature. . . In his studio, the artist keeps trays of neatly
ordered, natural materials; the sheer variety of appearance
even within a single type of pod or even a tiny detail offers
endless
inspiration."58
Ming Fay is working on a similar idea,
with similar forms (Fig. 2559) that have similar
surface treatments and with very similar
inspirations, as I. We share the drive to relate
humankind to the natural world, to ask questions
about the respective life cycles, to collect and be
inspired by the naturally occurring organic forms
in our environment, and to have big ideas. I am
inspired by his work and ideas and feel that my
own work and ideas have been complimented by
the existence of his.
Another contemporary artist working with like forms and ideas, infusing plant
forms with references to human life and death is Keisuke Mizuno. Upon viewing his
Forbidden Fruit series, I had thought that he was creating a visual argument for the
politically charged anti-abortion issue. The title, along with the small, fetus-sized skulls
encapsulated within a fruit-like form seemed to me to be a clear metaphor. I related to
his equating of human life to plant life, but found further parallels after reading Charlene
Roth's article, Keisuke
Mizuno'
s Hidden Fruit, in the Ceramics Art & Perception
,7Ming Fay, BroadwayWindows Installation, Mixed Media, circa 1985. Koi.cs.columbia.edu.
"Faye Hirsch, "A Feast for the
Eyes,"
Review, New York City, Perspective Series, John Michael Kohler Arts Center.
Koi.cs.columbiaedu.
)9Ming Fay, Clam. Crayon, 1979. Koi.cs.columbiaedu.
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Figure 26
magazine, issue 37. She references the
ideas of a mind/body split and the
integration of human and natural
phenomena and regeneration. (Fig.s 26-
2960) She pens:
This body of work by
Keisuke Mizuno, however, also
addresses the ideas expressed by
another scholar from a much earlier
era. The
171
century philosopher, Rene Descartes, is
famous for writing: "I think, therefore I
am."
This
statement, in conjunctions with
Descartes'
other writings, is
credited with reshaping critical thought by providing the
impetus to move the focus of study (over a period of




interpreted by many (especially in the 18 century) as
support for the contention that the mind and body are
separate, that is 'the mind/body
split'
extended to shore up the
notion of a nature/culture divide.
This belief system
is based on hierarchical reasoning
which establishes a vertical value
scale and places the mind and
culture as separate to and above
the body and nature. Cartesian
thinking is credited with fuelling
the fires of colonialist ideology
and it continues (to the detriment
of the environment because it can
be used to justify lived human
experience as elevated above
other kinds of experience) to
serve as a default dogma.
Mizuno critiques this interpretation of
Descartes'
philosophy by placing a sign for humankind
within a sign
for nature-the skull is inside the split fruit and, thus
"Keisuke Mizuno. Forbidden Fruit Series. Ceramic, 1998. Ceramicart.com.au/mizuno
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positioned, is neither outside nor above natural phenomena.
Additionally, the head in the interior acts as a stand-in for
the seed, or source, of regeneration. Mizuno presents an
interdependent, reciprocal, not hierarchical
view.61
In matters of surface treatment, the practice of applying color to
sculpture dates back to ancient Greece and Egypt. The Western world
abandoned applied color in the Renaissance and the practice has only
resurfaced near the beginning of the twentieth century.
The contemporary use of clay as a sculptural medium is rooted in
the 1950s work of three men. Adapting the spirit ofAbstract
Expressionism, Peter Voulkos, John Mason and Kenneth Price discarded
the previously held traditional idea that utility and function were inherent
concerns of ceramic work and thus took the medium into the realm of
s ulpture.62
Ken Price later rejected Abstract Expressionism and turned to
polychrome forms expressing an enigmatic biomorphism atypical of the
63
ceramic tradition. (Fig. 30)
Ken Price also sets another precedent important to my
workThe
use of automotive acrylic lacquer as a pigment applied to ceramic
sculpture. Edward Lebow, in his essay, The Ceramics ofKen Price,
comments on Price's work in the 1960s:
He combines glazes with paints
and began using industrial paints and
automobile lacquers. It wasn't
appropriate ceramic technique, but,
as Mason had pointed out several
years earlier, the requirements for
craftsmanship inevitably changed
'with each new search for
form.'
Since the function of these works
was strictly visual, there was no
real
64 ,65x
need to glaze them at
all.04
(Fig. 30*")
Presented here are the key precedents that have been set for me
to
create my body of sculptural work. They include the
idea of drawing
parallels between man and nature, of questioning the mind-body
relationship, the life cycle and ideas of regeneration
referenced by plant
"Charlene Roth, "Keisuke Mizuno's Hidden
Fruit,"
Ceramics Art and Perception, na 37 (1999V ^T^ R^TfnTsociation with the
62Barbara Haskell, 'Two Decades of American
Sculpture."
?nn Years of American Sculpture (New York. David .
Godme in association
Whitney Museum of American Art, 1976), 187-188.
"Edward Lebow, 'The Ceramics of Ken Price". Ken Price, publication accompanying
the exhibition "Ken
Price"
organized by the Menil Collection
(Houston: Houston Fine Art Press, 1992), 28.
S5lbid., Ken Price, Big Load. Ceramic and Paint, 1988.
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life and forms. The use of clay as a sculptural medium, and, as sculpture,
the application of colors by a method other than glazing. And, finally, the
use of automotive lacquer as applied color on clay sculpture.
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CHAPTER 5
EVOLUTION OF THE WORK
Figure 31 Figure 32
The seeds ofmy thesis body of work are evident in my undergraduate sculpture
(Fig.s 31-3365) that featured large press-molded female
heads and revolved around the idea of the human female
psychological journey. Immediately prior to this body of
work, I had been carving and modeling the female figure
onto vessels. While creating these bodies ofwork, I
discovered my affinity for portraying the
female figure and creating work that
effectively alluded to
psychological
states of being.(Fig. 3466) Within
these bodies ofwork, one may also
find the beginnings of interest in
dualities, life cycles, and the layering
of both physical surfaces and ofmeanings in an effort to portray
emotion and/or psychological states. Of special note may be the
use of a box form (Fig. 34) or juxtaposition of the human figure
with right angles-the draw to the geometric box form in
conjunction with the organic female form would follow into my
early graduate
work.(Fig. 35 )
65Margaret Slinker, Untitled. Janus. Gilded. White Earthenware with
Found Elements. 1994. Photo Credit: Bob Yost
"Margaret Slinker. Doubt, Stoneware, Wood, Copper, 1994. Photo: Bob
Yost.
"Margaret Slinker The Space of a Thouoht, Earthenware, Velvet, 1 996. Photo:
Geoff Tesch.
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Upon entering my graduate studies, I was directed to examine the Cycladic
goddess forms as examples of distilling the female form. I became enamored with the
rich history of ancient goddess worship and soon found myself overwhelmed with the
breadth of visual, symbolic, and historical information. Likewise, the small female
figurines, often residing in a theatre-like stage (Fig. 35), were criticized as not being
distilled enough. I was encouraged to distill the form further, to increase the scale of my




often as I sketched my way to distillation
of the female form (Fig. 3668). I was
likewise most drawn to the duality of the
creator-destroyer persona attributed to the
ancient goddess. The coexistence and
interwoven nature of birth, life and death,
growth and decay, inner and outer, the
mental and the physical life cycles and the
parallels between plant and animal life
came to the fore as a result of reducing the female form to a plant
like pod form. Discussion of how to best portray these ideas initially resulted in the
decision to present a series of pieces that would portray a cycle of birth to death and
rebirth. I was not very excited about this idea, but pursued it for a short while. It was
while attempting to make a form to take a plaster cast from that my final body of
graduate work appeared before me. Of course, this had to be pointed out to me as I was
ever focused on making my mold with which I would start to produce the series from. I
had surrounded a bisque pod form with earthenware to create a lighter-weight form to
take a mold from in an effort to increase the scale of my work. While trying to work the
earthenware surface, the interior
bisque piece had shifted around
enough to start to hollow out a
space within. I worked
frantically to try to counteract the
hollowing as it would lead to a
distortion in the mold.
The earthenware
broke away from the
inner form and I left
for the evening feeling
frustrated and beaten.
The following
morning, I arrived to
find a fellow grad student just ecstatic over the mess
that I had
abandoned the night before. Perplexed, I listened as she congratulated
me on finding "it".
Figures 37 a) and 37
b)69
most closely approximate
the results of my efforts that evening.
Figure 37b)
Detail
"Margaret Slinker. Sketch. Pen. 1996.
"Margaret Slinker, Untitled #9 and Untitled #9, detail, Earthenware, Oxides. Glaze,
1997
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She explained that the piece portrayed all that I had been talking about in our group
critiques and that it was all contained within the single piece. Looking at it with a new
perspective was the catalyst for my graduate body ofwork wherein I would address




I began the body of work by attempting to replicate what had occurred with a
bisque pod piece surrounded by a layer of plastic clay and then rolled back and forth to
increase the hollow within. I experimented with bisque firing with the interior piece still
in place, anticipating that the hollow area would allow for shrinkage of the outer clay.
While I had some success with this, I found that it made staining, glazing and painting
very difficult. Separate pieces to be assembled at the end of the process became a more
practical and less frustrating method of working. I began to increase the scale ofmy
pieces as I became more confident in my idea and in my method ofworking. I also
began slab building the forms out of a couple half round plaster molds. I would begin
with a thick slab laid into the plaster form and build upward in a coil-like fashion using
4"
wide strips of slabs. There was much slipping and scoring between these sections
which were afterward reinforced with small coils at the joints, paddled downward to
ensure a solid joint, and then paddled into shape with my treasured homemade maple
wood paddle. After completion of the form, it was paddled and sureformed for a couple
of days as it became leather hard. I would turn the forms out of the mold and onto foam,
initially building a supportive
"nest"
structure from towels stuffed underneath the foam
and I would complete the final shaping and surface of the piece.
The following clay body was recommend for press-mold use, but after firing a
couple of forms using this body, there was evidence ofmigrating salts being brought to
the surface as the forms dried (see Fig. 43b). This migration was kept to a minimum with










3% Barium Carbonate (a later addition)




Figure 38b) detail pSsj ^, ^H
Figure 38, Untitled
#4, is the climax of the
inner lifethe height of
ripeness before the rot with
very little of the outer,
dying, protective covering
left. It is about celebrating
inner life and fullness.
Untitled #4 was hand built
out of a plaster half round
mold and then sureformed
and sanded before the cone
04 bisque firing. The post-firing treatment included layers of applied acrylic lacquer,
which were later sanded down through to increase the surface depth. The depth of
redness is a result ofmany thin translucent layers of color-shifting reds and was enhanced
by the final coat of automotive wax, buffed to a shine. The outer shell piece was textured
with a wooden paddle, fired and layers of acrylic paint applied and wiped back
repeatedly.
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Figure 39, Margaret Slinker,
Untitled #10, Earthenware with
Oxides, 1997.
Untitled #10's interior
form was press-molded and
assembled, scraped, sanded and
bisque fired to cone 04. The
outer shell forms were created
by applying thin layers of slip into the mold form and removing them as they dried. After
bisque firing, chrome, red iron and black copper oxides were rubbed into the surfaces and
the piece was re-fired.
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Figure 40a
Figure 40, Margaret Slinker, Untitled
#8, Earthenware, Oxides, Acrylic Lacquer, Insulating
Foam, 1997.
Untitled #8, although one of my smaller pieces,
drew a large amount of attention and curiosity within this
group of pieces. The use of non-traditional materials, the
juxtaposition of differing textures and surface qualities,
layers and the use of a recognizable egg-form, though
colored as a yolk, seemed to draw people closer to
investigate this object.
Untitled #8 is a conglomeration of separate pieces, each created from slabs with
varying
texturesthe outermost is smooth and stone like, followed by a rough surface
created by applying slip and using a plastic bag to texture it, and then the smooth, slick
ovoid nestled in insulation spray foam. The skin like surface of the spray foam was
removed with an exacto knife to expose the foamy interior. All elements, excepting the
foam, have been fired to cone 04. The outermost element was stained with chrome and
red iron oxides, the next one in uses under glaze and applied acrylic paints and the ovoid
was sprayed with automotive acrylic lacquer and a high gloss acrylic finish.
Untitled #8 was assembled with the intent ofmoving from the innermost
incubator feeding the beginnings of life outward to the skeletal shards now devoid of life.
Aesthetically, I am very pleased with the juxtaposition of opposites-hard and
soft, life like and inanimate, light and dark, matte and glossy, and the complimentary









Figure 41 b) detail
Figure 4 1 , Untitled #6, Earthenware,
Under Glazes, Acrylic, Acrylic
Lacquer, 1997.
Untitled #6 is hand built with
torn slab edges coiled to create the rock
like surface from within which the
green rolled coils extend. All
elements, except the red painted tips,
were sprayed with acrylic lacquer.
Aesthetically interesting, I respond to the organic forms growing out of the more
inorganic form and the use of complimentary colors. I am disappointed in the effect
created by the orange acrylic lacquer which detracts from the surface texture beneath it..
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Figure 42, Margaret Slinker, Untitled # 1 , Earthenware, Under Glazes, Acrylic Lacquer,
1997.
Untitled #1, the largest piece of the group at just short of five feet in length, is
also the most metaphorical in nature. The visual reference to many coming from one can
easily be interpreted as a visual metaphor for the collective unconscious or as a
metaphorical reference to past and future lifetimes. The works are all untitled to allow
































* Figure 43 b) detail
Figure 43, Margaret Slinker, Untitled #2, Earthenware, Oxides, Ink, 1997.
In Untitled #2, the organic hand built form is contrasted by the cut geometric
edges of the opening. Unable to access the inside, the mysterious darkness within
becomes the focal point here. I am very satisfied with the
surface treatment-applied slip
that added an additional layer of infomation and is well complemented by the crackle of
the migrating salts. To accentuate this effect,
black ink was rubbed into the surface.
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Figure 44, Margaret Slinker, Untitled #11, Earthenware, Glaze, Acrylic Lacquer, 1997.
Untitled #1 1 portrays the inner about to break free of the outer. Again, using the
red-green complimentary color theme, the outer shell is glazed with numerous layers of
green and brown glazes applied from differing directions to accentuate the rough surface
of the shell. The interior form is sprayed with coats of acrylic lacquer.
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Figure 45, Margaret Slinker, Untitled #5, Earthenware, Glaze, Under Glaze, Oxides,
1997.
Untitled #5 show us the pod broken open to reveal an inner element that appears
to have predeceased the outer shell. The outer elements were formed by lining a plaster
mold with layers of slip and then pressing a slab in on top, creating a rich surface quality
that is accented with red iron and black copper oxides. The interiors of the outer
elements, originally glazed, were later enhanced by acrylic lacquer. The inner element's
soft dark surface was achieved with sprayed-on black underglaze.
In summation, this body of work attempts to illustrate the differences between the
inner and outer elements as a metaphor for the inner and outer cycles of life and further to
draw parallels between the inner and outer life cycles of plant forms and the inner and




At the end of this long, hard, unforgettable journey, I am asked to draw some
conclusions of this experience.
It would be very difficult to deny the ideas of truth in form and of the existence of
universal shapes of some form at this point. There appears to be evidence across
disciplines that support this theory. Jung's collective unconscious and the archetypes,
Brancusi's idea of universal harmony, Henry Moore's support of universal shapes,
Bastian's primordial thoughts, and mythological motifs all recognize that there is, indeed,
something within us that recognizes and responds to certain forms.
Life cycles within an organism overlap one another~be they inner and outer or
physical and psychic. There are additional parallels between these cycles in plants and
animals-conception, birth, life, death and perhaps regeneration. It is here that I am
asking a question ofmortality's bounds, of the possibility of reincarnation, or of a psychic
life beyond our humble mortal shell. This is a question that has been theorized on for as
long as recorded history with an endless list of proposed answers. I do not have, nor
propose an answer, but I find the question quite intriguing and inspirational.
The work that I have created, although paralleling my ideas, does not seem to
sufficiently convey the wonder and mystique inherent to its content. I believe this may
be due to my intense focus on form and idea and losing sight of the final emotive
qualities of the piece. Another possibility is that with an idea so intangible and
mysterious, the tangible work will inevitably fall short of its grand inspiration.
The work effectively conveys the juxtaposition of cycles in opposition through its
use of contrasting complimentary color schemes, lights and darks, rough and smooth,
strength and fragility, growth and decay. I feel the work succeeds in form, idea, content,
and in surface texturing, but that the use of applied color is found lacking. I am not
convinced, in most cases, by the use of the acrylic lacquer and I do not plan to use it in
the future for a number of reasons, the first of which is its extremely noxious nature.
With some exceptions, such as Untitled #4, 1 am not completely satisfied with the surface
qualities of the acrylic lacquer-it too readily hides the desirable qualities of the clay and
it is difficult to control the acrylic's opacity and final surface texture. This appears to be
the trade-off for the predictability of color offered by the acrylic lacquers. I am much
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more pleased with the rubbing-in of oxides, which seems to truly enhance and
compliment the nature and beauty of the clay and slip.
In the future, I plan to continue exploring a visual vocabulary of natural forms and
searching for the sense of truth that some of them elicit. I plan to abandon all use of
acrylic lacquer and further pursue the more traditional use of under glazes, glazes and
oxides as colorantskeeping references to nature a little more natural. I look forward to
creating future bodies ofwork that revere nature in form and surface while relating
to
humankind in content and idea.
In conclusion, my graduate work succeeded in matters of form, content, idea,
and
in clearly pointing the way to the next body of work. It challenged my previous ideas
about art, my ways of working and my capabilities as a person. My work, my ideas, and
my knowledge about myself and what I can do have all
been improved for this
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